
Leslie, 
 
 WOW. I’m really loving what you’ve got so far for this site. I think you’re definitely 
capturing my vision of incorporating comic book stylings into the design- I especially 
love how many of the images come across as panels and the overlaid narration-like 
yellow text panels (spoilers ahead, etc). Your typeface selection is also perfect. I really 
enjoy how the overall design isn’t super obvious about its visual references, but still very 
strongly fits the vibe of the film. Here’s just a few changes I think would make it work 
even better: 

• General 
o I think the navigation bar looks GREAT- I like how it doesn’t distract from 

the page content. However, I think the selected page title should stand out 
a bit more. Maybe it could be bolded or change in color. 

o I really enjoy the black background of the home page and would love to 
see that incorporated across the board (it fits the general appearance of 
the film a bit better than the white). Maybe one important page could keep 
the white background, such as the plot page, to add some visual contrast. 

o A little more color/street art references would be nice, especially 
incorporating the neon colors seen in many of the screenshots. However, I 
understand how this is difficult considering our current experience level in 
html. Maybe some transparent graffiti imagery would work in place of 
some of the images? But if that’s too much to figure out, the images alone 
already have a lot of good color, so don’t stress over it too much! 

o I love the integration of text and images, particularly how the images tend 
to break the mold of the text. It would be great if you could keep these 
moments but center the text for a more balanced design and cleaner 
reading experience. 

o I don’t think the links in the footer are totally necessary, although I do like 
the little credit section! Please put yourself first though, you are doing all of 
the work :’) 

• Home Page 
o Honestly this page reflects my vision SO well, you really nailed it!! 
o For some reason when I view this the quote on the left side is cut off- just 

make sure we can always see the whole thing 

• Plot 
o As mentioned earlier, just try centering the text to see how it looks 
o The text size can probably be bumped down a little bit! 
o I think one more large image at the bottom would look great, like you have 

on the home page. Perhaps one of the whole Spiderman squad (lmk if you 
need me to send this to you) 

• Characters and Cast 
o Another of my favorite pages!! Loving how this is designed, especially with 

the interactive character icons. So so so cool. 
o While I think the comic images look great, they should probably be 

screencaps from the film instead, as many of the characters look 



significantly different from their comic counterparts. Again, I can send you 
images for these, just let me know! 

o I’m pretty sure I mentioned having blurbs for the characters, but I don’t 
think that’s actually necessary! 

o In terms of responsive design, it would probably work best if the grid 
dropped down to two characters per row, and then just one, as the window 
gets smaller. 

• Animation and Design 
o Just center the text here! 
o And bump down the text size to match the plot page 
o Also do not feel the need to actually add an image gallery, that sounds like 

way too much work 

• Accolades 
o Same notes on text design as above 
o Just one image here would be nice, maybe another under the text that 

stretches across the page (as seen earlier) 
 
Can’t wait to see more of your work! And I can’t stress enough how amazing this 
already looks. Thank you so much, and please let me know if there’s anything else I can 
do for you! 
 
-Elena 


